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ABSTRACT 

The flow structure of the turbulent boundary layer with 

and without arbitrary streamwlse pressure gradients has been 

studied experimentally.  The structure picture for the 

dp/dx = 0 case found by Runstadler, Kline and Reynolds [1963] 

has been (l) confirmed, (ll) further verified using Improved 

experimental techniques, and (ill) extended to pressure gradi- 
ent cases. 

The existence of three regions of the turbulent boundary 

layer, each correlating with a distinct part of the non- 

dlmenslonal mean velocity profile, was confirmed; these are: 

(a) wake or Intermittent region 

(b) fully turbulent region 

(c) wall layer region. 

Details of the flow structure of these regions were 

further verified using a new hot-wire anemometer and an 

Improved comblned-tlme-streak marker hydrogen-bubble tech- 

nique.  Instantaneous spanwlse velocity profiles over a large 

extent of the flow at many fixed y-posltlons across the layer 

have been obtained.  The wall-layer region streaky pattern Is 

thus shown beyond any reasonable doubt to be due to spanwlse 

variations In the x-component of velocity.  Spatial spectral 

analyses of these spanwlse profiles verify the existence of 

a fundamental structural scale In the wall layer; It corre- 

sponds to that observed by viewing dye patterns by eye. 

The study of the flow structure was extended to Include 

both positive and negative pressure gradient flows. Including 

a relamlnarlzatlon flow.  Thr basic turbulent flow structure 

under moderate pressure gradients Is not significantly changed 

from the zero pressure gradient cases.  For example, the non- 

dlmenslonal sublayer structure parameter,  A* =  I , was 

found to be constant for all the turbulent flows studied. 

Relamlnarlzatlon was shown to occur for values of the 

pressure gradient parameter,  K . ^ gjl , greater than 
u 

00 
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3 x 10  .An essential feature of the relamlnarlzatlon pro- 

cess Is the cessation of turbulent bursting from the low- 

speed streaks of the sublayer region.  This reduction In 

turbulence production helps to explain the reduction In heat 

transfer at the same value of K observed by other Inde- 
pendent Investigators. 

The hot-wire anemometer provided a means of obtaining 

detailed mean velocity profiles well within the sublayer 

region.  The existence of a linear mean velocity profile In 

the sublayer Is clearly shown. When the wall shear Is 

determined by the slope of the linear profile near the wall, 

non-universal profile behavior Is observed In the logarithmic 

region for pressure gradient flows.  Thus, reasonable doubt 

Is raised as to the true universality of "the law of the 
wall" In pressure gradients. 

The hydrogen-bubble combined-time streak marker vlsuallza 

tlon technique was shown to be a useful tool for quantitative 

measurement of time-dependent velocity fields.  It is an 
excellent supplement to the hot wire. 
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sw = velocity profile slope at the wall = 

S = skewness = u / u 

t = time 

T = time difference: e.g., t - t .  , . 0 ' ejection 
T.I. = Turbulence Intensity 

u = fluid velocity In x-dlrectlon 

u1 = velocity fluctuation In x-dlrectlon; 
U1 = U - IT 

u«.-^ = x-component  of velocity  of ejected 
filament 

UT = shear velocity = "yr/fP 
(uT)log cross plot = shear velocity determined by method of r     cross plotting data against logarithmic 

region of u^" , y+ universal velocity 
profile 

^uT^wall slope    = shear velocity determined by method of p      determining slope of velocity profile at 
the wall or near the wall In linear region 

UCE^Q) = velocity from hot-wire calibration as a 
3 function of BQn 

u = u/uT 
u_ = Freestream Velocity 

U(v) = Fourier coefficient 

v = velocity fluctuation In y-dlrectlon 

V. = variable 

VAR[U(v)] = estimate variance In distribution of 
magnitude of U(v) 

w = velocity fluctuation In z-dlrectlon 

W/ j = uncertainty Interval In ( ); e.g., W 

x = spatial Cartesian coordinate In mean 
streamwlse direction 

y = spatial Cartesian coordinate normal to 
the wall 

z = spatial Cartesian coordinate In spanwlse 
direction; I.e., parallel to the wall but 
perpendicular to streamwlse direction 

zo = lag length In correlation calculation 
In z-dlrectlon 

xvl 



TT      = time average; i.e., - i / ( )dt 
TT z o        L 
S f = space average In z-dlrectlon - £ / ( )dz 
A L ^ x ' 

= equal to, by definition 0 

Greek Letters 

a        = acute angle between incidence and reflection for 
H2-bubble illumination 

ß        = probability density function of velocitv dis- 
tribution 

y =  intermittency factor = % of  time flow is turbulent 
at  a  point 

5   0r> 60.99  = bounda^y   layer  thickness  where     u   = 0.99 U 
5 = displacement   thickness   = /00(l  -  u/U   )dy 

Q 

T 

T 

- U 

1 = similarity parameter = y W — 
vx 

00 

dy = momentum thickness ■ f — h _ H 
O    oo  \      c ( 

Äv        = sPacln6 between low velocity streaks in sublayer 
determined by visual counting method 

^        = spatial wavelength 

A0  = wavelength determined as ensemble average of 
individual frame spectral analyses 

V-. := ■vVavelength determined as lag length to first 
11  maximum in R11 (other than that maximum at 

\       =  wavelength determined as wavelength where UCM 
is maximum 

M-        = fluid dynamic viscosity 
v        = fluid kinematic viscosity = \i/p 
v = l/X = spatial frequency 
p = fluid density 

T = lag time in auto-correlation function 

= time eonetant of hot-wire response 

yx       = Part of total öhetr stress tensor corresponding 
to shear in a piane normal to the y-direction. 
acting in the x-direction 

T
w       = local wall shear 

xvii 
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CD. 

= probability density distribution of trajectory 
position for y-coordlnate direction 

= probability density distribution of trajectory 
position for x-coordlnate direction 

= l/2lT "Break-off" frequency 

xvlll 



GLOSSARY 

Flow Structure - The mechanics of the fluid motion; the flow 

patterns or types of fluid motions that comprise the 
flow field. 

Lamlnar-Uke - The rectilinear motion of fluid particles. 

The term as used In this text refers to such particle 

motions very near the wall over distances of the order 

of the boundary layer thickness. 

I     Fully Turbulent - Fully turbulent Is used to denote the 

pattern of the flow over a specified region of space 

where the flow structure Is completely turbulent.  The 

term Is also used to describe that state of boundary 

layer development sufficiently far downstream of the 

boundary layer transition region where the fluctuation 

quantities (as usually measured experimentally) agree 

with the values generally accepted as being character- 

istic of t e type of boundary layer development called 
turbulent. 

Tu-bulent Eddy Structure - A somewhat unclearly defined turbu- 

lent reg'   in which the turbulent motions bear some 

relation tc each other; a region of more or less coherent 
motion. 

Viscous Stresses - The ordinary viscous stress terms associated 
with laminar flow.1" 

Reynolds Stress,-3, Turbulent Stresses - Apparent additional 

stresses which appear In the time-averaged Navler-Stokes 

equations wnen fluctuation quantifies are considered and 

the equatl >s are reduced to the iame form as those satis- 
fied by 1 irnlnar flow.1- 

t 
The viscous terms under consideration here are those appear- 
Ingln the Navl r-Stokes equations, which Involve certain 
basic assumptj ns regarding the ntture of the fluid  These 
assumptions and the derivation of the Navler-Stokes'equations 
are adequately considered elsewhere (see Schllchtlng [i960]" 
ano rilnze [ ijyy j ), 
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Fig. 1.1b Turbulent boundary layer flow structure 
^00 0.430 ft/sec., y = 1.00 In.,
y+ = 164; Runstadler [1963].
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Fig. l.ld Turbulent boundary layer flow structure 
L . = 0.430 ft/sec., y = 0.001 in.,

0.l6j Runstadler [1963].
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existing visual techniques were satisfactory. 

The combined-time-streak marker hydrogen-bubble technique 

allows simultaneous determination of the velocity field over 

the six inch center span of the flow in planes at any distance 

from the wall.  A permanent movie-film record of the flow 

structure allows both detailed qualitative and quantitative 

study of the flow structure using special film analyzing 

projectors such as the L-W PhotoOptics1 Model 224-A. 

A detailed description of several hydrogen-bubble techniques 

and of some operating experience with them as well as an 

extensive consideration of the uncertainties of the method are 

given in a separate paper by Schraub, Kline, et al [1964], 

The basic method of visualization is shown in figure 2.5.  A 

fine wire, usually of the order 0.0005 - 0.002" diameter, is 

employed as an electrode of a direct current circuit in the 

water tunnel.  Hydrogen bubbles, formed at the wire are swept 

off and follow the flow.  The bubbles are made visible by intense 

lighting at an oblique angle (65°) to the view direction.  The 

wires have short sections coated with insulation at regular 

intervals; these insulation marks provide dark streaklines when 

the rest of the wire is producing bubbles.  The wire is then 

pulsed at regular intervals of time to provide time lines. 

Motion picture photography of the combined-time-streak markers 

thus produced, allows nearly instantaneous determination of the 

streamlines and velocity patterns over the finite spatial 

extent of the boundary layer. 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the determination of velocity at 

an instant over a large extent of the flow in the complicated 

flow of the sublayer of the turbulent boundary.  Another example 

of combined-time-streak markers shown in figure 2.7 is taken 

from a teaching movie entitled ''Flow Visualization".1, 

Made under auspices of National Committee for Fluid Mechanics 
Films with Grant funds by National Science Foundation.  Copies 
obtainable from Educational Strvices, Inc., 47 Galen Street, 
Watertown 72, Massachusetts. 
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Two film reading procedures were used to transfer the 

velocity data from movie film to IBM cards where it could be 

analyzed with digital computer facilities.  At first, discrete 

data points were written by hand from the dial readout of a 

Vanguard Film Reader.  This system is tedious and too slow for 

the quantity of data required.  A more efficient system was 

designed and built specifically for this data reduction pro- 

cess: the projected film image is scanned (manually) with a 

device which produces a frequency proportional to velocity; 

the time of span is proportional to the spanwise spatial 

coordinate.  This signal was then recorded on magnetic tape 

and sampled electronically as often as desired. 

Figure 2.8 presents a direct comparison of mean velocity 

data (for a turbulent boundary layer) taken by the hot-wire 

anemometer and data obtained by the H2-bubble technique and 

reduced using the specially designed film-reading system. 

3. Wall-slot dve-in.1ection technique 

Side views of the flow patterns near the wall are made 

visible by seeping small quantities of food-coloring dye into 

the flow through 0.003 inch slots placed at one-foot intervals 

in the walls.  Runstadler [1963] describes this technique in 

detail and has shown that the basic flow patterns are not 

disturbed by the visualization technique. 

Dye marked at the wall in fully turbulent boundary layers 

is seen to move away from the wall in intermittent bursts 

which carry distinguishable filaments of lower momentum fluid 

well out into the logarithmic region.  The bursting frequency 

and the actual trajectories and velocities of the tops of the 

marked filaments are determined by the analysis of movie 

records of this process.  Data of this type are described in 
Chapter III, section B2. 

19 



C.   Statistical Data Analyses 

1. Averaging procedures 

Turbulent fluid motion Is an Irregular condition of flow 

In which the velocity Is a random function of both time and 

space.  For an ensemble of experiments with the same boundary 

conditions, the trace of any velocity component will be a 

different function of space and time for each realization. 

So statistical averages must be defined In turbulence studies 

which have the same values for Identical experiments. 

Probably the most fundamental average Is the "ensemble" 

average taken at the same relative time and position over an 

ensemble of Identical experiments.  When a flow Is stationary, 

ensemble averages are Independent of time; and when the flow 

Is homogeneous In a given direction the ensemble average Is 

Independent of that direction. 

For the steady, two-dimensional boundary layers of this 

study, the flow Is stationary and Is homogeneous In the  z- 

or spanwlse direction parallel to the wall.  For this case. 

It Is normally assumed that the time average at a point Is 

the same as the ensemble average (an ergodlc hypothesis) and 

that space averages In the z-dlrectlon are the same as the 

ensemble averages (another ergodlc hypothesis).  Thus, time 

averages and averages In the z-dlrectlon are assumed to be 

Identical.  This assumption Is shown to be correct for the 

two-dimensional boundary layer by experimental verification 

of the equality of the time-averaged and space-averaged 

moments of the velocity distribution.  For example, for the 

zero pressure gradient flow at the x-station of 13 feet and 

y+  of 12, using Hp-bubble technique: 

ü z = 0.203 ft/sec 

ü t = 0.196 ft/sec 

The velocity at this point determined by the hot-film was 0.20 

ft/sec. 
20 



The experimental apparatus has a finite flow width of 

only 10 inches in the z-direction; thus averages in the 

z-direction could not be well defined at an instant by Just 

one data sample.  To provide z-averages, several data samples 

taken at long time separations were combined.  The time 

separation was long enough so that any two samples were not 

correlated in time.  Thus a combined spatial-ensemble average 
is obtained. 

Averages are represented by an overbar, i.e., TT .  For 

hot-wire data this average was always taken with respect to 

time.  For the- H2-bubble data, averages are usually taken with 

respect to z .  Where necessary time averaged are denoted: 
1 J      ,   and space averages: J   J  z . 

2- Velocity probability density function 

The probability density function, ß(x, y, z, t; u), of 

the x-component of velocity, u , provides all the meaningful 

information about u at a point in space and time (Lumley, 
[1964]). 

ß has the properties 

ß(x, y, z, t; u) > 0 

00 

/ ß(x, y, z, t; u) du = 1 
-00 

ß^x, y, z, t; u) may be interpreted as the probability that 

the velocity at x, y, z, t  nas a value between u and 

u + du .  All the mean oowers (or central moments) of u are 
given by ß : 

"~n m 

u (x, y, z, t) = / unß(x, y, z, t; u) du 
- n 

For the  two-dimensional,   steady  turbulent  boundary   layer 
at   fixed    xo    and    yo  ,   ß = ß(xo,   y^   u)  because  of  stationarity 
and  homogeneity in  the   z-dlrection. 
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Histogram approximations of ß(u)  for this case are 

calculated by simply counting the number velocity values In 

certain Interval Au about  u .  These distributions are 

compared to the Gaussian Distribution by the Chl-Squared 

"Goodness of Fit" test (Craemer [1954]), and by calculation 

of Skewnass, S , and Kurtosls or Flatness, F . 

3/2 

F = u 

Near the wall these probability density distributions 

show significant deviations from the Gaussian distribution. 

The Gaussian Is that distribution approached by the sum of a 

large number of Independent, random samples.  Deviations from 

Gaussian are due to a correlation or statistical relation 

between velocity values: I.e., the velocity samples are not 

completely Independent random variables. 

Skewness different from zero (see data In Chapter III, 

figures 3.31 and 3.32) Is Indicative of the turbulent transport 

of turbulent energy.  (See e.g., Townsend [1956] or Lumley 

[1963]).  In this case  u^  represents the transfer of the 

Intensity of the x-component of velocity In the x-dlrectlon. 

The term associated with turbulent transport In the turbulence- 

energy equation (e.g., Hlnze [1959]) Is: 

.   p  
transport = ^- u^p/p + q /2) 

The x-component of transport of the turbulence energy portion 

of this term Is thus: 

d    3 
3x u  = - 

^ 

-5)3/2 

"2 So S  Is Indicative of transport of u  away from the point 

of measurement. 
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Flatness less than Gaussian distribution value of 3 Is 

Indicative of a structure In which there are less velocity 

values concentrated close to the mean than the Gaussian; I.e., 

the distribution is "flatter" than normal.  The data on these 

statistical measures are given in figure 3.32. 

3. Spatial spectral analysis 

A spatial spectral analysis was applied to the spanwise 

velocity patterns obtained using the H2-bubble technique. 

This was undertaken in or.er to ascertain whether or not the 

structure of relatively regular patterns of low Foeed streaks 

observed by eye in the wall layers corresponds to an underlying 

spatial wavelength which can be extracted by objective statis- 
tical means. 

The spatial spectral-analysis procedures used here to 

analyze the velocity patterns are an extension of the results 

of time-series spectral analyses commonly used by workers in 

communications theory and statistical turbulence theory.  See, 

for example: Hinze [1959], Parzen [1963], Lin [1959], Jenkins' 

[1961], Blackman and Tukey [1958], Lumley and Panofsky [1964]. 

The method of determining the underlying spatial frequen- 

cies in the spatial velocity variation is to represent the 

correlation coefficient, R11(zo) , by a Fourier integral 

representation.  The magnitude of the Fourier Transform 

coefficient, U(v) , of this representation is proportional 

to the relative presence of the  v(cycles/inch) frequency 
in the velocity pattern. 

A uizJ • u(z + z ) z 

-? z 
U 

where  u  is the fluctuation velocity in the x or "l" ' 
direction. 

The Fourier representation of the velocity correlation 

23 



coefficient  Is  given by: 
00 

Rll^Zo^   = I     U(v)   cos27r v   z0  dv (2) 

and  Its Fourier  transform Is: 
00 

U(v)   = 4/  R11(zo)   •   COS2F v  z    dz (3) 
o 

R11(z0)  satisfies the requirements for Fourier cosine 

Integral representation (Sneddon [1951]).  Physical Intuition 

and experience show that RiiCO  is an even function. Is 

absolutely Integrable, and will contain only a finite number 

of discontinuities and maxima In a given Interval of z 
— o * 

It was shown by Taylor  1938 that  u2 U(v)  Is the 

contribution to the kinetic energy  of the turbulent u-veloclty 

fluctatlons per unit mass from the frequencies between v and 
v + dv .  So that: 

00      —o       —H 
/ U(v) u dv = u 

u 
u Is Interpreted as a kinetic energy per unit mass by 
many authors (e.g., Hlnze [1959]). They are corslderlng 
In the Eulerlan sense as the velocity at a point In space 
and with averaging over time. However, this average Is 
actually performed over different fluid particles which 
happen to occupy that spatial point as a function of time. 

—^ z  —^ t 
For the present case under consideration,  u   = u    by 
the assumptions of statlonarlty, homogeneity, and the 

"5 z 
ergodlc hypotheses discussed above, u Is averaged over 
different fluid particles which happen to lie In a line In 
the z-dlrectlon at a fixed time; but It may also be Inter- 
Preted as kinetic energy of turbulence.  Since turbulence Is 

a random function of time and space, the analysis of ü^ into 
Its spatial frequencies Is as valid an analysis as the "usual" 
analysis Into time frequencies (or Into x-dlrectlon wave 

numbers using Taylor's Hypothesis of x = t/ü or k, = Sjli 
where k.  Is wave-number). *   ^ 
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R
11(

z
0)  is calculated from (l) and  U(v)  from (3) 

using the  u  versus  z  data from the hydrogen-bubble tech- 

nique.  These functions provide Information Indicative of 

the spatial structure of the turbulent flow.  However, the 

Inference of a specific flow structure from a given or cal- 

culated correlation coefficient Is a difficult If not Impos- 

sible process, since more than one flow structure can give 

the same correlation coefficient.  But when the flow pattern 

Itself Is also available for detailed observation, as Is the 

case In this studyt, then the correlation gives very meaningful 

results.  For example, In the sublayer region of the turbulent 

boundary layer, dye patterns and hydrogen-bubble pictures 

qualitatively show a relatively regular pattern of high and 

low fluid velocity streaks; when the statistical analysis 

Indicates the existence of dominant wave lengths at about the 

streak-pattern spacing, then the existence of an ordered 

structure of this wave length Is established beyond reasonable 

doubt.  Data of this type are presented In Chapter III. 

Several features of correlations are helpful In obtaining 

Information about turbulent structure.  A definable turbulent 

structure (or eddy) Is the persistence of a fluid pattern over 

which the turbulent velocity bears some relationship or is 

correlated.  The correlation at two points will be unaffected 

by structural features with length scales smaller than the 

separation distance, but positive contrloutlons will be made 

by fluid motions with scales larger than the separation dis- 

tance.  Thus, at the largest separation distances where the 

correlation is non-zero, the behavior of the correlation 

provides direct Information about the structure. 

It may be shown (Townsend [1956]) by continuity require- 

ments that the correlation between velocity components normal 

Here the flow pattern is available in visual form as a 
function of time on movie film and also as samples of 
velocity, 
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Fig. 2.2 Water channel and traversing equipment
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Fig. 2.6a Eddy structure of turbulent boundary layer on 
a flat plate (u^ = 0.5 ft/sec. Re = 5 x 105, 
y+ = 11) observed with combined-time-streak 
markers with short time lines. Grid Is made 
of one Inch squares.

Fig. 2.6b Spanwlse velocity profile taken from figure 
2.6a (x-component of velocity versus z). 
z = 0 corresponds to grid line furthest to 
the left In figure 2.6a.
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Fig. 2.7 Hydrogen bubble streak-squares In contraction;
and close up oi v.'lre making streak squares.
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Fig. 2.8 Comparison of velocity measurements by hot
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system.
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II The "cross plot of log-region procedure used in this 

study will now be described. Using the universal function 

u = f(y ) , another universal function u+ = g{u+ • y+) = 

i(uy/v) was formed (Figure 3.15). Then for each raw data 

point, u(y) , u-y/v was formed and a  u* determined from 
g 

g(uy/v) i   u/u+  then gives a  (Uj-L for each data point; 

the average  (u )   should be the  u for that profile. 
t is * 

versus    y    will be  a  constant (u   )     over the  entire iVg 
range where the law of the wall is universal.  Note that the 

data need not be matched to a slope over Just the logarithmic 

region to determine  u, 

Howev-r, if there are regions near the wall where the 

data does not have the behavior predicted by f(y+) - i.e., 

where the Ian of the wall is not universal - then the  u 

determined by this method depends upon which part of f(y+) 

the data is forced to fit'. 

SincF most data very oloae to the wall in the sub-layer 

region is subject to relatively large experimental uncertain- 

ties, most recent Investigators* using this cross-plot procedure 

match only the data In the logarithmic or fully-turbulent region 

to the logarithmic portion of the universal relationship.  Well 

defined logarithmic regions are observed for most of the pro- 

files of this investigation (see figures 3.16 - 3.20).  Thus 

wall shear may be determined by the "cross-plot of log region" 

procedure, using the universal logarithmic relation given by 

Clauser [195^]:  U4 = 5.6 log10 y
+ = 4.9 .  The method is 

illustrates bv figure 3.15. 

This " 'ross-plot of log region" is the primary method of 

determining uT for the data of this investigation.  Non- 

dimensions i u+ , y^" mean velocity profiles based upon u 

determine^ by this method are given by figures 3.l6a - 3.20a. 

For example: Clauser [1954], Launder [1963], Runstadler 
[1963]. 
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In this form, the data have "standard" fully turbulent 

boundary layer profile shapes. There Is a well defined 

logarithmic region near the wall.  This logarithmic profile 

extends from y"*" of about 40 out to the section where the 

profile deviates from the logarithmic curve and from that 

point out a typical "wake" profile is seen (Coles [1956]). 

The point of deviation depends upon the Reynolds number and 

pressure gradient history and varies from y+ of 80 to 200. 

Below y+ of ho  the data blend gradually toward a linear 

(u = constant y) curve as the wall is approached. 

The profile at station 12 in the str- dp/dx flow is an 

exception.  For this case, the boundary layer has no linear 

region near the wall and no logarithmic region.  The detailed 

structure is, correspondingly, seen to be of a non-fully- 

turbulent nature.  For this case, the application of the 

strong negative pressure gradient so altered the flew that 

the mear profile is not the standard fully turbulent t\rm. 

This "relaminarization" of the flow will be discussed in 
greater detail below in section C. 

A secondary method of wall shear determination will now 
be discussed. 

Using the hot-wire anemometer, considerable data (such 

as shown In figure 3.21) obtair.eJ between y+ of i and 8 

clearly Indicate the existence of a linear mean velocity 

profilp region near the wall (i.e., u = cy).  The presence 

of this linear region very near the wall suggests trat this 

is the u+ . y+ region of the universal law of the wall and 

that wall shear can be determined by forcing these data into 

u+ = y+  feem.  This is equivalent to determining wall shear 

from the sL pe of the mean velocity profile in this linear 

region near and at the wall, i.e.,  TW = J*i\ .  Flgure 

3.21 illustrates this method of shear determination. 

These data are felt to be the most complete and reliable 
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so far obtained for the sub-layer region.  The piobe Is very 

small compared to the sublayer thickness.1" The hot-wire 

diameter, nondlmenslonallzed on a typical value of wall shear, 

Is only d+ = —i = 0.10 .  The consistent linearity observed 

Is strong experimental evidence In support of the theories of 

Prandtl [1933] and others which predict linear behavior of the 

mean velocity prcflle very near the wall. 

However, tnese theories are based upon a completely 

viscous or laminar fL w model for this wall region under zero 

pressure gradient conditions.  For the flows studied here, 

not only are pressure gradients present, but time-dependent 

motions are always observed In this wall region when the 

boundary layer la turbulent (see next section).  Nevertheless, 

a linear profile Is observed near th€ wall.  This may be 

Interpreted as experimental evidence that turbulent shear* 

Is negligible and that viscous shear dominates this region. 

Thus this wall-rip- method of determiLing wall shear rests 

not only upon the assumption that th^ pressure gradient has 

Instruments  re of typical size, but the sublayer is roughly 
10 times thj tker than in previous studies due to the very 
low speeds employed In water flow. 

The important term in the turbulen- shear is  -puv .  That 
is, an appa ent shear is caused by momentum Interchange 
between flui I Layers by turbulent motions in the x and y 
directions g' Lng rise to a finite  -püv .  The existence of 
large time- i spendent fluctuations In the x-component, u , 
which are o • nved In the sub-layer region are not necessar- 
ily indica4 "   ot   Large momentum 1 terchange between adjacent 
fluid layers.  "he following simple experiment gave qualita- 
tive (but f •   relusive) evidence that turbulent momentum 
interchar-g-: Ls -'mall in the sublayer.  A Hp-bubble wire was 
placed; perpendicular to the wall and pulsea so that instan- 
taneous vel( Jlty preflles In the sublayer were made visible. 
The u vert-: a y profiles at an instant were linear (within 
the resolutl  ).  The slope changei continuously as a function 
of time, but t ie profiles remained smooth; i.e., no small 
scale mixing tfas observed between fluid layers which would 
Indicate slgr Ifl ant "turbulent shear" at y+ < 7 .  This was 
in contradistinction to the motions observed in the same 
experiment for  /+ > 10 . 
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negligible effect upon the universal profile in this region 

(as does the cross-plot method) but also upon the assumption 

of negligible turbulent shear in this region.  For this 

reason the wall-slope method is considered less dependable 
and is a secondary method. 

I The shear velocity obtained by the two methods (cross- 

I    plot of log region and wall-slope) do not coincide in general. 

Table 3-1 and figure 3.22a present a summary of the shear 

velocities determined by the two methods.  Differences of up 

to 2.0%  exist oetween uT  determined by the two methods.  The 

uncertainty of determining the shear velocity for each method 

separately is estimated to be + 7^ at 20:1 odds. 

The differences between uT determined by each method 

is 7V2 ~ 10$ .  Thus, while the magnitude of the differences 

is not known with certainty, a real difference is observed in 
some cases. 

In the  ü
+
, y+ mean velocity profiles of figures 3.l6a - 

3.20a, the data were non-dimensicnalized using wall shear 

determined by the cross-plot of logarithmic region method. 

Thus, the data are "forced" to fall on:  M.
+
 - 5.6 log y+ + 4.9 

deviation from the u+ = y+ in the sublayer is observed. 

In figures 3.l6b - 3.20b, the same data are presented in 

the  u  - y""^  form but non-dimensionalized using wall shear by 

the wall-prcflle method.  The result is agreement with the 

u = y+ curve near the wall and deviations from universality 
in the logarithmic region. 

A trend in the direction and magnitude of deviation from 

universal behavior is shown by the u+ - y+ data plots of 

figures 3.16 - 5.20.  These trends are more clearly shown by 

plotting the ratio (uT wall/uT log plot) as a function of 

x-station for the different pressure gradient flows; (figure 

3.22b). Only if the ratio is a constant, can a universal 

Method of estimation due to Kline and McCllntock [1953]. 
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velocity profile for the wall and logarithmic regions exist 

simultaneously. 

For fully turbulent boundary layers, 
U
T wall slope/UT log c.p.  ls obser,ved to Increase smoothly 
for positive pressure gradients and decrease smoothly for 

negative gradients  (figure 3.22b).  Comparing the strong and 

mild positive gradient behavior. It appears that the magnitude 

of the effect Is generally proportional to the magnitude of 

the pressure gradient applied.  Notice that the ratio Is not 

simply directly proportional to the magnitude of the local 

pressure gradient but Is also dependent upon the pressure 

gradient history; I.e., the ratio continues to rise (or fall 

depending upon the sign >f the applied pressure gradient) 

after the local pressuri gradient Is relieved (see Table 3.1 

for pressure gradient parameter as function of x ). 

The shape and even the existence of a truly universal 

law of t^ i wall havci been questioned on theoretical grounds 

by several workers (see e.g., Mellor [1963], Einstein and Li 

[1956]...).  Smith and Walker [1959], for example, have given 

convincing evidence of a dependence of the constants in the 

logarithm!- portion of the correlation upon Reynolds number. 

The "presaure gradient" deviations observed in this study are 

not due t  a Reynolds number effect, since the Reynolds number 

is very nearly the same for all pressure gradient flows con- 

sidered.  However, the value  f  u   «i/u ,  ]  at the L T wall/ T logj 
inlet station (which is about 0.8 from figure 3.22h) depends 

upon the -.nstants in the logarithmic correlation.  The con- 

stants us J here are from Clauser [1956]; they correlate data 

for higher Reynolds number flo^s very well, but are not as 

satlsfacU ry for the low Reynol Is number flows of the present 

study.  The constants in the logarithmic correlation could be 

The relaminarization flow {s'r  - dp/dx) is considered 
separately below since these layers are not fully turbulent. 
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chosen to make [uT wall/uT log] equal to one at the Inlet 

stations where dp/dx « 0 , but this was not done. 

Very little experimental data have been obtained 

by previous Investigators In the sub-layer region.  Figure 

3.23 Illustrates some of the early data of Ludwelg and Tlllman 

[1949] and others upon which the concepts of the law of the 

wall were founded.  Notice that there are no data at y+ < 10 

(that Is closer to the wall than the region blending between 

the sublayer and fully turbulent regions).  More recent 

Investigators have obtained some data In the wall region 
(figure 3.24). 

Even these later data have usually consisted of Just a 

few points In the outer portion of the wall region usually 

with higher uncertainty than data In the outer regions.  No 

clear conclusions on mean profile In the wall layer can be 

drawn from th.se older data.  The present hot-wire data Is 

significant In that a large number of measurements are 

available In the sublayer for several profiles under a variety 

of flow conditions.  The above mentioned lack of universality 

of the "law of the wall" Is observed.  The data were not taken 

for the purpose of Investigating the "law of the wall" In 

detail.  And although they are much more detailed than previous 

data they are still not sufficiently complete to allow general- 

izations to be made at this time as to the amount of deviations 

or for the suggestion of a new law for the wall region.  How- 

ever, these results do add new evidence to the proposition 

that the "law of the wall",while a reasonable first approxima- 

tion. Is not an accurate "universal" expression In pressure 
gradient flows. 

4. Non-dlmenslonal velocity defect profiles 

Velocity profile data are given by fl^7es 3.16 - 3.20 

by the "law of the wall" (u+ vs y+) type of non-dlmenslonal 

plot.  Another common non-dlmenslonallzatlon used to compare 

turbulent boundary layer data Is the velocity defect plot. 
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Figures 3.25 - 3.28 present the data of this Investigation as 

-—  vs' ^ • ^ Is an Integral boundary layer thickness 

defined by A = / —  dy = 6* -^ .  The curves of constant 
o    T U

T 
shape parameter, G , of Clauser [1954] are given on these 

A    oo/u     - ir\2 
curves  for comparison;  where:     G =  f    -^     d(i) 

I  u     VA 
0 \  T  / 

An equilibrium flow Is defined by Clauser [1956] to be 

one In which the profiles at all x-statlons have the same 

profile In these non-dlmenslonal coordinates; thus, In an 

equilibrium flow, all profiles have the same value of G . 

G Is, however, different for each equilibrium flow; for the 

special equilibrium case of zero pressure gradient. Clauser 

[1956] gives a value of G = 6.8. 

The flows of this Investigation are not. In general, 

equilibrium flows, and G changes for each profile.  Only the 

zero pressure gradient flow Is an equilibrium case In the flows 

reported.  A constant value of G = 6.7 was obtained for this 

flow.  (The difference between the present value of G for 

zero gradient and that of Clauser may be due to Reynolds number 

differences.) For the pressure gradient flows G varies In 

an arbitrary manner. 

A cumulative effect of the application of the pressure 

gradients Is shown by examination of the velocity defect pro- 

files (figures 3.25 - 3.28).  The strongest gradients produce 

the most deviation from zero gradient shape; and positive and 

negative gradl-nts have a clearly different effect. The flows 

are clearly not equilibrium flows. 

5. Longltudl'ial velocity fluctuation measurements 

Accurate measurement of turbulent fluctuations Is diffi- 

cult for the low velocity flows of this Investigation because 

the low temporal frequencies Involved require averaging times 

of several minutes and make analog calculation difficult. 

Data obtained by sampling the velocity trace which was recorded 
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on a Sanborn strip recorder and then calculating V u^ by 

digital computer are presented in Figure 3.29 as v'üFÄ 
versus y"1" .  One data profile (strong + dp/dx, sta 10)T 

derived by the H2-bubble technique is also given in figure 
3.29.* 

Data of Runstadler [1963] and Laufer [1954] for zero 

pressure gradient boundary layer and pipe flows respectively 

are also given for comparison.  The trends in the present 

data are observed to be the same as those of these other 

authors: V U/UT  increases nearly linearly from zero at the 

wall to a maximum of between one and three in the vicinity 

of y+ of 10 to 20 (the buffer region) and then gradually 
decreases with increasing y+ 

The data show that the applied pressure gradients do not 

drastically alter the shape of the intensity profile from that 

of the zero pressure gradient case.  However, the pressure 

gradient does change the magnitude of intensity; in particular, 

the positive gradient increases the intensity, and the negative 

gradient decreases it.  In the positive pressure gradient flow. 

Intensity increases from zero at y+ = 0 to a maximum which 

is about the same or slightly above the zero gradient data and 

then decreases with y+ more gradually.  The negative gradient 

flow (relaminarization flow) has a maximum intensity which is 
considerably less than the zero case (by ^0%  for these data) 
and the level appears generally lower for all y+ 

Free-stream turbulence intensity at the inlet to the test 
section is observed to be 1-2%  for all flows. 

Better data can be obtained for this type of flow bv FM 
recording and playback through analog-to-dlgital convert 
and electronic counter.  Such a system hopefully will be 
available at a later date. v        ^  wm oe 

er 
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B.   Flow Structure Details and Pressure Gradient Effects 

This chapter contains the central results of the present 

study on the structure of the turbulent shear layer In the 

presence of longitudinal pressure gradients. 

The fully turbulent boundary layer consists of three 

distinct layers with different structural features: (a) a 

sublayer or wall region, (b) a fully turbulent or core region, 

(c) an outer or wake region.  Runstadler, et al [1963] showed 

the relationship of these regions to the mean velocity profile 

In u+ , y+ coordinates and presented considerable informa- 

tion describing the detailed structure.  Summaries of 

Runstadler's previously reported structural features are 

included at appropriate places below. 

The flow patterns are strongly three-dimensional and 

time-dependent, making observation of the structure difficult 

and complete understanding of all details probably impossible. 

Nevertheless, using better techniques of visualization, (see 

Chapter II), considerable new structural detail has been 

recognized in the present Investigation and is presented 

below. 

These results are in good general agreement with 

Runstadler's [1963] picture of the flat plate boundary layer 

flow structures.  However, new information on the details of 

the bursting phenomena from the sublayer and a wider' range 

of observed pressure gradients make revisions of a few of 

Runstadler's detailed conclusions necessary. 

A major result of this study is that turoulent boundary 

layers under pressure gradients have all the same major 

structural features of the zero pressure gradient Jayers. 

Regions across the layer defined by structural details have 

the same one-to-one correspondence with the regions defined 

by the  u+ - y+ mean velocity profile (wall, logarithmic, 

wak«) as in the zero gradient flows.  The growth and extent 

of these regions are, however, strongly dependent upon the 
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applied pressure gradients. 

Evidence of this general result Is given by figure 3.42 

where a pictorial survey at 11 y positions across a layer 

with positive pressure gradient Is given.  The qualitative 

features of the structure are Identical to the zero gradient 

flow In corresponding regions: I.e., wall, buffer, turbulent 

core, and wake; these features correspond to those given by 

Runstadler [1963] for zero pressure gradient flows.  Figure 

3.^3 gives a direct comparison of pictures taken In the wall 

layer region for zero, positive and negative pressure gradient 

flows.  The general features are Identical. 

1. Sublayer or wall region 

The sublayer or wall region extends from the wall out to 

y+ ~ 7 .  This Is the region of strong w^ll effect; viscous 

forces dominate; the mean velocity profile Is linear. 

The flow structure In the wall region1" Is a highly ordered 

turbulent structure.  The velocity variations In the spanwlse 

direction form a rather regular pattern of high and low veloc- 

ity streaks.  Thus, when the fluid Is marked across the flow 

with a uniform line of dye or bubbles, the trace does not 

proceed downstream In a uniform manner (such as It does In 

truly laminar flow).  Instead, the trace Is observed to change 

very rapidly to a rather regular "streaky" pattern of dye or 

bubble concentrations stretched In the longitudinal direction. 

The low-velocity streaks are the order of 10 times longer In 

the flow direction than in the transverse or lateral directions. 

The entire flow near ehe wall is both spatially and time 

dependent. In contrast with a truly laminar flow.  Nevertheless, 

the particles move In rectilinear motions (over distances the 

order of the boundary layer thickness) In contrast to the 

random, erratic motion usually attributed to turbulent motions. 

(This was called "lamlnar-llke" motion by Runstadler.) The 

^oL^?^3 0f thls summ^y description are from Runstadler 
[1903] but ire given In the present author's wording. 
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and nearly linear.  In this case,  u vs. z given at an 

Instant and at a fixed distance from the wall Is proportional 

to the local wall shear; I.e.  u(z)  Is proportional to T (Z) 

and the u(z) plots are Indicative of the variation of x 

with z at an Instant.  Instantaneous local wall shear Is 

thus both time and space dependent In a turbulent boundary 
layer. 

The spanwlse u-veloclty variations are typically observed 

to be the order of kO-50%  of the local mean velocity In the 

wall regions.  This large variation gives rise to significant 

gj shearing components.  |^ often reaches 10%  of || 

locally^the root mean square value of & is the order of 
l^of | at y+ = 8 

w 
The combined-time-streak H2-bubble technique provides a 

method for obtaining instantaneous velocity profiles over a 

large extent of the flow; this makes possible more systematic 

statistical analysis of the flow structure than was previously 

possible.  The next several sections discuss and present some 

of the results of these statistical analyses applied to these 
velocity profiles. 

b.  Velocity probability density histograms 

The velocity probability density function of the 

longitudinal component of velocity (see example in figure 

3.31) resembles the Gaussian or normal distribution.  However, 

in the wall layer regions, the distributions differ signifi- 

cantly (in statistical sense) from Gaussian as determined by 

the Chi-squared "goodness of fit" test at 5# significance 
level (Craemer, [1955]). 

The variation of the skewness and flatness factors of the 

Runstadler used hydrogen bubble timelines.  However, timelines 
alone are not sufficient to provide accurate instan(aneous 
spanwlse velocity profiles. The combined-time and streak 

K?Iner etS im[l964])ere pr0Vldes thls ^formation (see Schraub, 
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1 
city fluctuation probability density functions as a 

tlon of y-posltlon In the region near the wall was 

stlgated for one profile.  Figure 3.32 compares the 

ent data with that of Comte-Bellot [1963] for a channel 

Qualitative agreement Is good. 

The monotonlc decrease In skewness from positive values 

ugh zero to negative values across the sublayer region 

be given a simple physical Interpretation In terms of 

observed flow patterns.  In the regions nearest the wall, 

relatively low-speed regions are wider than the fut- 

ons; I.e., a greater extent of the flow has values less 

the average velocity and these will'be balanced by 

r relatively higher velocity points which will produce a 

tlve skewness.  This Is the jase for y+ < 10 .  Further 

the wall (y+ > 10), the relatively low-speed streak 

ons are narrow compared to the higher speed regions giving 

to negative skewness.  This ccrrespondence between the 

Itatlve features of the stru ture and the statistical 

ysls of the structure Is Illustrated by a sketch In 

re 3.33. 

No conjiuslve pressure gradient effect Is discernible 

the velocity distributions from the limited data.  How- 

, all the positive pressure g-adlent distributions have 

ness and flatness factors belog those of the zero and 

tlve gradient flows (at the iame y^) of the present data 

those of Comte-Bellot [1963]. This trend corresponds to 

qualitativ-' observation of wlier low-speed regions and 

accentuated streaks In the wall region of the positive 

lent flows (compared to the ze•o pressure gradient 

vlor). 

c,  Low-veloclty streak spacing 

(1)  Visual streak counting 

Runstadler [1963] suggested a parameter, A+ , 

n successfully correlated the average low-speed streak 
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pacing In the sublayer. 
Au 

>.+ = —L where  X  Is the average 

llstance In the span direction between centers of low velocity 

itreaks, uT  Is the local shear velocity, and  v  Is kinematic 

'Iscoslty of the fluid.  Runstadler showed that for zero pres- 

sure gradient flow conditions  A+ =  constant  for a wide range 

»f free stream velocities (figure 1.2) at a fixed x-statlon. 

was determined by measuring the distance between streaks 

n a large number of still photographs of the wall structure; 

he structure was made visible by dye injection through a dye 

lot or by tne bubble timelines.  This method of finding X 

s called the "visual counting" method. 

The zero pressure gradient flow setup of the present 

nvestlgatlon was established in order to Investigate the 

ehavlor of the boundary layer structure at different x-statlons 

t a fixed free-stream velocity.  Using the same methods as 

unstadler,  X^ was determined at three x-stations and was 

ound to be constant.  The actual value of the constant is 

ependent upon the "ground rules"  f the observer who counts 

he Streaks by eye.  The difficulty is discussed at length by 

80 uns*ad:er   [19631.     Using Runs'adl-r's  ground  rules     A+ 

as  obtained   (Runstadler found     A^  -. 76.5),   but  using  other 
easonable  counting rules     A+    as  high  as  110 were   obtained, 
his difficulty gave  the major  Incentive  toward  development  of 
he  statistical  procedures  for Structure analysis which are 
Iscussei  in  the  next  section. 

The   "ground   rules" adopted   for  visual  determination  of    A 
or ^e  present  data  are  slightly  different   than  those  used 
y Runstadler,et  al  [1963 1;  the present rules give consistently 
Igher  values   of    A     (see   figure  3-35).     Runstadler   "counted" 
treaks  several  inches downstrean  of  the marking point  as well 
3  near  the  marking point;   thus  a  streak which had  washed 
lightly downstream from the marking point was  "counted"  as 
sll as   t-hcs^:   streaks  near the  wir-       For the present   data, 
jw-veloclty  streaks were  "counted"  only when present   at  or 



very near the marking point.  The reason for adopting this 

procedure Is that streaks are then counted at a discrete 

x-statlon only; also, this method Is expected to give results 

more consistent with the statistical procedures which analyze 

the actual velocity profile, u(z) , at a fixed x-statlon very 

near the marking point."'' 

The visual count data for the various pressure gradient 

and zero-pressure-gradient flows of the present study are 

plotted versus the pressure gradient parameter K In figure 

3.3^.  The primary conclusion to be drawn from the data Is 

that A^ Is not a function of pressure gradient and  X4" is 

a constant: A+ ~ 102 + 10 (at 10:1 odds). 

This result Is based on the turbulent boundary layer data 

of this report where: 560 < Re0 < 1700 and  -2 < K < 4 .* 

In the case where relamlnarlzatlon took place (strong - 

dp/dx flow), the boundary layer was not a turbulent layer, and 

this results In values of \*    very much larger than 100 (see 

figure 3.3^). 

The results of the visual streak counting are generally 

borne out by the statistical analysis which Is described In 

the next section.  However, the visual count data has the 

advantage of simpler physical Interpretation since  A  Is 

simply the average distance between low u-veloclty streaks In 

the wall layer region. The statistical results, while more 

elegant In prl- Iple, have no such obvl' us physical meaning 

and. In addition, nave larger uncertalr 'les:  A ,   .Is 
visual 

In general about 20%  less than A determined by the 

For the Hp-bubb..  rmrklng technique, v loclty measurements In 
the sublayer are of least uncertainty when taken from about 
40d to 240d, where d Is the ^-bubbl generating wire and 
d = 0.001  Inch .•; see Schraub, Kline, et al [1964]. 

* A v duoo 
K = -^ ^— ; K  Li the pressure gradient parameter used In 

u 
this study; It !s u veloped and discus:- d In detail In section 
C of this chapt-r . 
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statistical procedures; a direct comparison of X  to A   t 

V       R 
Is given by figure 3.35. 11 

(2)  Correlation coefficients and spatial analysis 

Definitions and discussions of R11(z ) , U(v) 

and  U(A)  are found In Chapter II, section C3.  A discussion 

of the Interpretation of these results Is also found there. 

A discussion of the uncertainty and resolution Is given In 
the Appendix. 

When spectral analysis procedures are applied to a single 

realization of u(z) (i.e., one frame of motion picture of the 

flow) very striking results are obtained.  (See figure 3.3b.) 

The velocity trace shown In figure 3.36 has been obtained 

using the Vanguard film reader from a single frame of a motion 

picture.  The flow structure was made visible by illumination 

of H2-bubbles in the wall layer of a zero pressure gradient 
turbulent boundary layer. 

The near-periodicity of the u(z) trace (streaky struc- 

ture) Is reflected as near pericdicity in lt,,(l ) 
llv o The 

transform function U(A)  shows a corresponding peak at the 

dominant wavelength of this periodicity.  This wavelength, 

Au , corresponds closely to the average spacing between low- 

speed streaks as determined by the visual method.  This 

^visual  (('r V is 0-67 lnches whereas  ^ is 0.73 inches. 
The agreement is encouraging since it shows that completely 

Objective statistical methods Indicate the existence of a 

dominant wavelength which corresponds quite closely to the 

average spacing the subjective human viewer percelvee  The 

peak at  U^o)  implies that the largest contrlbu^lcr to ? 
is made by spatial wavelengths near X 

_ o * 
Expanding the analysis to Include six different  u(z) 

traces taken at different times from the same flow,  R  (z ) 
        11v o ^ 

AR11  
ls the ^stance (in inches) of the wavelength where 

Rll(z0)  peakt|(see next section). 
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and U(v)  were calculated by ensemble-averaging over the 

Individual results of the six frames (figure 3.37).  The 

traces analyzed were separated In time by Intervals which 

are long compared to the maximum correlation time (at fixed 

z ).  Again the analysis Indicates a dominant wavelength 

approximately equal to the visual estimate of average low- 

speed streak spacing.  However, each of the six traces of 

this example were hand-picked for better-than-average uni- 

formity of streak spacing. 

Figure 3.38 shows the results of analysis of 31 frames 

of another data film (str + dp/dx , sta. 10) which was 

sampled at regular time Intervals In the film; I.e., the 

frames were not chosen for analysis because they "looked" 

well ordered.  The ensemble-averaged spectrum (figure 3.38c) 

shows a much less pronounced peak for this more general 

example - but a peak nevertheless.  Six samples of Individual 

frame spectrums are shown In figure 3.38a.  The six samples 

of figure 3.38a are carefully selected from a much larger 

population of 31 frames to be a representative sampling so 

that a true Impression of the data can be formed by the reader 

without the necessity for scanning a large number of samples. 

Note that about four out of six frames show marked periodicity, 

one shows little periodicity and one showc extreme periodic 

characteristics.  As In the example of figure 3.36, any 

Individual frame analysis yields well defined peaks for that 

frame.  However, due to the turbulent nature of the flow, the 

details of the velocity patterns are constantly changing; and 

so each individual frame anaiysls, although showing a peak In 

the spectrum, gives somewhat varying value In the magnitude 

and location of the peak (figure 3.38a).  Because of the 

variation In the location of the peak In lndl\idual frames, 

the ensemble-average result, which averages all the Individual 

spectrums. Is ccnslderably smoothed (figure 3.38c).  So much 

does the averaging smooth out the spectrum that the basic and 
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striking ordered patterns seen in the velocity patterns and 

reflected In the Individual frame analysis (3.38a) are masked. 

If the spatial spectrum results are viewed as If they 

were response characteristics, one would say the system responds 

to a band of frequencies rather than a sharply defined critical 

frequency or wave length.  The data of figure 3.38 show again 

the Inherent difficulties o^ deducing the structure Just from 

total average data and show the Importance of direct structure 
pictures for accurate Interpretation. 

Figure 3.38b Illustrates an alternate procedure used to 

determine underlying spatial wavelengths of the structure 

without the loss of Information Inherent In the averaging 

procedure.  In figure 3.38b, a histogram of the distribution 

of Individual frame spectrum peaks distances are shown.  Since 

the distribution Is relatively peaked, the mean position, X, , 

of the Individual peaks gives a useful measure of the spanwlse 

structural scale.  (The major peaks and the secondary or 

long-wavelength peaks are plotted separately on figure 3.38b; 

I.e., where two peaks occur In &(*) , both the highest (major) 

and second highest (secondary) are recorded.) 

It Is apparent that several different lengths can be 

obtained from these spectral analysis procedures which can be 

used to give statistical estimates of the spanwlse structural 

scale.  In addition to the two mentioned above (X  and  X i 
\ v       o 

AR11 ' whlGh ls defined as the distance from zero to the first 

major peak In R11(zo) , ls a useful length.  (See definition 

In figure 3.35.)  Since this length Is nearlng the largest 

separation at which R11(«0)  Is non-zero, this length bears 

direct resemblance to the structure scale of the largest eddies. 
(See discussion In Chapter II.) 

Townsend [1956] discussed the inherent difficulties of such 
statistical Inferences. 
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eddies and the more gradual slope at larger separations 

Indicates the existence of a larger eddy structure.  This 

would be consistent with the present view of the structure 

in this sublayer region: the larg« scale being associated 

with the ordered streaky structure and the small scale with 

eddies formed In the breakup process. 

e.  RanJom location of low-speed streaks 

The positions of the low-velocity streaks In the 

wall region are shown to be randomly distributed over long 

times In the spanwlse direction by counting the number of 

streaks In small Intervals across the flow as a function ot 

time.  A histogram of the spatial distribution of low veloc- 

ity streaks Is Illustrated by figure 3.4lb.  The standard 

deviation of the distribution Is Sc »n to approach zero 

asymptotically as a function of sampling time-Indicating an 

even distribution of streaks across the plate (3.4la).  The 

structure Is thus not tied to any Irregularities In the 

apparatus such as uneven entrance screens or bumps on the 

plate.  The nearly regular structure Is an Inherent character- 

istic of the flow and not the result of the specific apparatus 

Notice, however, the rather long time scale over which 

the flow must be observed to ascertain this random streak 

distribution.t Even after one minute of observation the 

standard deviation of the distribution Is still $%  of the 

mean.  Casual observation by an observer for a few seconds 

may lead to the erroneous conclusion that streaks are fixed 

In space.  They are not, but the time scales for their move- 

ment are relatively long compared to the other observed time 

scales of the motion.  This long time scale explains why very 

long Integration times are required to obtain stable mean 

values when taking data In the wall region. 

An experimental curve may be fitted to the curve of sample 
standard deviation.  For this case the time constant Is about 
10 seconds.  The curve of figure lÄl*  may thus be approxi- 
mated by e"^/10 . 
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2- Interaction of wall layers with the outer layer 

A major part of this Investigation Is focused upon 

extending the present knowledge of the flow structure In the 

sublayer or wall region.  This concentration of effort was 

made because the wall region Is felt to be a very Important, 

but the least understood, region of turbulent boundary layer 

flow.  The present techniques allow detailed Investigation 

closer to the wall (in non-dlmenslonal sense) than had pre- 

viously been possible.  However, the wall region Is not an 

Isolated layer.  In fact, the Interaction of the sublayer 

region with the rest of the layer Is felt to be essentially 

related to the behavior of the entire boundary layer.  (See 

Runstadler's "Wall Layer Hypothesis" [1963]).  A brief 

summary of Runstadler's [1963] observations of this Interaction 
follows below. 

The predominant feature of the observable Interaction 

between the wail layer and the rest of the flow Is the ejection 

of low u-veloclty fluid away from the wall.  This ejected fluid 

takes the form of loops or long filaments which lift away from 

the wall with a swirling motion.  As the filaments move upward 

Into regions of higher velocity In the buffer region, they 

form a low-momentum disturbance to the higher velocity fluid. 

Severe Interactions occur which stretch and distort the fila- 

ments tending tc diffuse them as they move downstream and 

outward into the turbulent core region.  The trajectories of 

the heads of these filaments are observed to vary widely but 

average and "m.st populated" trajectories can nevertheless be 

defined (figure 1.4).  Non-dimenslonalizing the y-coordinate 

of the trajectory path by forming a y+  vs x successfully 

brought the most populated trajectory into a single curve for 

the dp/dx = 0 layers studied by Rjnstadler. 

These ejections or bursts are observed to occur randomly 

over the wall as a function of time and space.  The ejection 

rate per unit wall area was studied by Runstadler (figure 1.3); 
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however, the experimental uncertainty Is large, and Runstadler 

did not find a conclusive correlating parameter for bursting 

frequency. 

The trajectory paths and ejection rate are two aspects 

of the wall layer Interaction which can be measured quantita- 

tively.  The results of such measurements will be presented 

for the flows of the present study.  The displacement of the 

ejected fluid as a function of time Is also studied In the 

present work and the fluid Is traced several Inches further 

from the point of ejection than In Runstadler's study. 

a.  Visualization of flow structure details 

Details of the Interaction are observable by eye and 

In motion pictures when the flow structure Is suitably Illu- 

minated. Better qualitative pictures of the flow structure 

obtained with newer visualization techniques are an Important 

part of the present work. These qualitative descriptions are 

often at least as useful In gaining understanding of the flow 

model as a multitude of Isolated quantitative measurements. 

Several visualization techniques are useful, each giving 

a clearer picture of different aspects of the complicated flow 

structure.  Dye injection through wall slots and hypodermic 

needles and H2-bubble generating wires oriented at various 

angles to the wall were used to study various flow features. 

An excellent means of observing the flow is t - produce 

and illuminate bubbles from a wire parallel to the plate and 

to view their r. )tlon from an oblique overhead view by eye 

(see sketch in figure 3.^).  In the sublayer region, when 

u^ is less than 0.5 ft/sec, the local velocity is sufficiently 

low that the th 'ee-dlmensional patterns may be clearly seen by 

eye when properly lighted.  There is no substitute for viewing 

the actual flow by eye from this angle.  Much of the visualiza- 

tion is lost in two-dimensional photography. 

End view of H2-bubble wires normal to the mean flow vector 
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and parallel or perpendicular to the wall also give useful 

but somewhat limited views of the bursting. The parallel 

wire shows the concentration of bubbles in the low-speed 

regions and the vortex-like swirling motion of the bursts 

(figure 3.^).  The perpendicular wire appears to show a 

correlation between fluid movement in one z-direction at the edge 

of the sublayer with fluid movement in the opposite direction 
in the buffer region (figure 3.44). 

An improved picture of the "typical" ejection process 

has been obtained from these qualitative observations. The 

ejection of sublayer fluid appears to be usually initiated by 

the sudden spreading or widening of a relatively high u-velocity 

region.  This faster fluid then "interacts" with the slower 

fluid on both sides as it spreads.  The faster fluid appears 

to undermine the slower fluid.  That is, faster fluid spreads 

against the adjacent low u-velocity streaks and a sharp line 

of high shearing (||) is formed.  This high velocity gradient 

is relieved by the upward movement of the low u-velocity fluid 

and a filament is ejected from the sublayer. 

The net result is the upward movement of low-momentum 

fluid on one or both sides of the fast u-veloclty region. 

The ejected fluid tend! to swirl back in the direction of the 

fast region as it is caught up in the higher velocity fluid 

further from the wall.  (See figure 3.44.) The result is a 

vortex-like motion along either side of the fast regions with 

the rotation in opposite directions on each sie.  The spreading 

fast fluid sometimes results in the simultaneous ejection of 

counter-rotating filaments, but more often this interaction 

occurs first on one side and then on the other at a later time. 

b. Burst trajectory data 

Data on the movement of marked fluid which is ejected 

T5ü du 
as determined by 

wall 
actual measurement from u versus z profiles.  (See figure 

^- sometimes is as high as 10%  of 5H. 

actual 
3.30.) 
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Flg. 3.18a u vs. log y4" non-dlmenslonal mean velocltv profiles- 
mild - dp/dx flow.  UT by cross plot of log region. 
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Fig» 3-33 Sketch illustrating the relative extent of low-speed regions 
corresponding to positive and negative skewness of the velocity 
fluctuation distribution in the wall region. 
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Fig. 3.^5 Side view photograph of dye streaks
ejected away from the wall layer flow, 
u = 0.291 ft/sec., y"*" scale shown on 
ffgure. dp/dx = 0 ; Runstadler [1963],
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APPENDIX A 

HOT-WIRE ANEMOMETER DYNAMIC FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST 

The hot-wire anemometer used for this study Is a new 

Instrument and a test of the frequency response was appropriate. 

An estimate of the dynamic frequency response of the 
entlre anemometer-probe system Is obtained using a simple test 
of the transient response suggested by Lumley [1962].  A step 

change In Peclet number Peclet No =  wire length   kprobe 
I Iwlre diameter * CTj 

was obtained by plunging the probe through the Interface between 

kerosene and water at the same temperature.   kerosene = 0 2[\ 
\    wa^er       / 

Figure A.l shows the apparatus used and typical results obtained 

by photographing the anemometer output on a CRT oscilloscope. 

The platinum wire was 0.0008 Inches In diameter, 0.2 Inches 

long, and was moving 31.3 Inches/sec as It passed through the 
Interface. 

The "break-off frequency", eD0 , Is defined as that fre- 

quency at which the output of the anemometer first drops 2.5 db 

below the DC response when subjected to a sinusoidal Input. 
An estimate of a)o Is given by a)o = l/27rr where T  IS 

defined by figure A.2. This expression Is exact for a first 

order system - I.e., one governed by the 1st order differ- 

ential equation:  T §| + y . yo , where y is output, t  Is 

time, and yo Is an exact-step forcing function (see eq.. 

Raven [1961]).  However, this value Is not exact because 

(1) the system Is not simply first orde.r; (2) the forcing 

function or change In Kfluld around the wire Is not a perfect 

step function.  This Is because the wire takes a finite time 

to pass through the Interface (about 0.13 t) and there Is a 

boundary layer transient time or fluid entrapment which also 
tends to make the step less sharp. 

These effects and the fact that the probe Is still accel- 

erating at the Interface are all felt to give a high value for 
T and thus a conservatively low value of co 

o 
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The break-off frequency, a)o , thus determined was 800 cps, 

and so "flat" frequency response Is expected from this hot- 

wire system up to at least 800 cps.  See sample response curve 
In figure A.3. 

The upper limit for O). Is 1000 cps; It Is determined by 
the frequency response of the plug-In operational amplifiers 

used In the anemometer amplifier. 
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Fig. A.l Schematic of apparatus for hot-wire 
frequency response test. 
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Fig. A.2 Idealized response of hot-wire to 
step change in power.

feriHMHE^SBnSSS

Fig. A.3 Photograph of typical CRT oscilloscope 
trace of hot-wire anemometer system 
response to step power output.
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APPENDIX C 

UNCERTAINTY CONSIDERATIONS 

When a large number of samples of a given experimental 

variable may be obtained, the expected value of that variable 

Is given by the sample mean.  The "uncertainty" In the sample 

mean Is due to the flnlteness of the data sample.  This uncer- 

tainty Is expressed by a confidence Interval calculated at a 

certain significance level using a standard statistical dis- 

tribution test; (see standard statistics book, such as Parzen 

[I960]). 

Such "usual" statistical procedures were employed where 

possible in this study.  For example, in the estimate of mean 

velocity using the H2-bubble method, several thousand samples 

of velocity could be taken and then the uncertainty between 

the sample mean and the "true" mean was calculated as above. 

However, where an estimate of the uncertainty in any 

s1^1^ sample (e.g., a single specific velocity sample out of 

a thousand samples) is desired, the usual statistics are not 

applicable. 

The procedure for estimating single sample uncertainties 

to be used here is that given by Kline and McClintoch [1963]. 

When the uncertainty in a result, R , is desired where 

R = R(V1, 
v2 ••• vn) * then a very good approximation of the 

uncertainty in R may be expressed as:1" 

1/2 
WR  = 

dR w .%/aL . u \2 .        IbR 
3vr ' w2   + ••• br • w 

2 n n 

where W1, Hg ... Wn are the uncertainty intervals in 

V-L , V2 . .. Vn .  The uncertainty intervals are the estimated 

confidence intervals about the expected value of each variable 

given at some specific odds such as 20:1. 

Provided  V,. V2 ... V  are independent and the experiment 
is under control such Vhat the statistical distributions of 
Vl,   V2 ... Vn have a single peak.  If the distributions are 
normal in V-^ V2 ... Vn then the expression given is exact. 
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The results of uncertainty estimates, as well as the 

sources of the uncertainty, are summarized below for the 

various measured and calculated variables of this study. 

A.  Velocity by H2-Bubble Comblned-tlme-streak Marker 
Technique   ' "  

Since the use of comblned-tlme-streak markers for quantl 
tatlve velocity measurements Is a new technique, a very 

detailed uncertainty analysis has been made. This analysis 

was of sufficient general Interest to warrant separate publi- 

cation (see Schraub, et al [1964]).  General formulae are 

worked out using the single sample procedures and the numeri- 

cal example chosen Is the determination of velocity In the 

sublayer region of the turbulent boundary layer from the 
present study. 

For local mean velocity of 0.20 + ft/sec, with near 

optlmumt measurement Interval of O.083 seconds, the various 

sources of uncertainty considered gave the following result 
at 20:1 odds: 

1. Measurement 2.5% 
2. Averaging (due to Eulerlan velocity 

determination using a LaGranglan 
method.  Value depends on data 
reduction method.) 1#1 or. 2.2% 

3. Bubble displacement out of measure- 
ment plane Including that due to 
bubble rise. 2.5% 

4. Response of bubbles to fluctuations.  Negligible 
5. Resolution restricts observable 

fluctuations to about 50 cps and 
below. 

6. Velocity defect behind generating 
wire negligible where "proper" pro- 
cedures employed. 

The criterion for optimum measurement Interval Is one result 
of the uncertainty analyses (see Schraub, et al [1964]). 
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Total uncertainty Is obtained by combining these Inde- 

pendent sources of uncertainty by the square propagation law 

yielding 3.8 to 4.3^ uncertainty at 20:1 odds depending on 

the exact method of data reduction (see Schraub, et al [1964] 

for details).  Thus, any single velocity determination by the 

H2-bubble method Is felt ot be accurate within about + kfl, 

B.  Mean Velocity by Constant Temperature Anemometer 

Mean velocity Is given by:  u(yo) = E^0(T) • uf^0) 
30 

o 
where E^fT) = ^- / e

anem>
dt and u(E30)  Is the (linear) 

calibration function obtained for 30 second Integration time 
ear.0m  

is the voltage output from the anemometer. 
d I ic III . 

The uncertainty In E30(T) was kept less than 1/2)1  by 
making Integration times as long as necessary.  For mean 

velocity profiles Integration times varied from 2 minutes to 
5 minutes. 

Wu(E30) 

U^E30' Jhot film 
- W 

Wu(E30) 

^E3u) Jhot wire 

So the estimate of uncertainty In mean velocity by hot- 

wire Is 2.5^ and by hot-film, 4^ at 20:1 odds. 

C.  Y-Posltlon In Boundary Layer 

Zero (wall) location of measurement probes was ascer- 

tained using an optical-comparison system to +0.0015 Inches. 

Thereafter, movement with respect to this zero point was 

determined by a dial Indicator which read to + 0.0002 Inches. 

Thus,  W / |       t    i    *  0.0015/v '  y yJuncorrected   ^.^^^j/y 

However, very near the wall a correction was sometimes 
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applied to the zero point by requiring the linear mean veloc- 

ity profile near the wall to intersect, y = 0  for u = 0 

W/y] correc ted - 0.0005/y 

D.  Wall Shear 

1. By velocity profile at the wall; 

Au Tw = ^ sy Jw 
[1 s w 

\  < 1/5 ws w 
and is neglected. 

3 w is actually determined not just at the wall but over 

the linear portion of the velocity profile of the sublayer 

which extends over about 0.025 to 0.04ü Inches depending on 
the flow conditions. 

r5- - (Wf + WA ) s     Au   Ay/ 
1/2 W 2w 

T 
W 

WAu rr!USt be g:lven a larger estimate than that given in 
Section P because for the low velocities in this region at 

the wall, no method of calibration is available and an 

extrapolation is necessary between the lowest calibration 

points and  u = 0  (the hot-wire anemometer is calibrated 
such that e = Q at u = 0 ). 

Wu/u m  5%    is estimated for this region. 
Therefore 

WAu/Au -V?^ = 5.7JK 
WAy/Ay ,l£i0^002j , uli%    for typlcal Ay = o^i^ 

Therefore 

W 
w 

w 
(5.7)2 + (1.4) 

1/2 
6% 
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